Towards Sustainable Coffee Production
suggestions on ICO-CFCSF operations

ICO workshop on implementing the Consultative Forum on Coffee Sector Finance
London, 22 September 2009

CFCSF topics to be addressed

Needs:

- Value chain finance
- Financing adaptation to sustainable agricultural practices & climate change
- Risk mitigation models through standards & good agricultural practices
- Financial literacy
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CFCSF topics to be addressed

Instruments:

- Microfinance
- Microinsurance
- in-kind loans
- Possible linkages to existing Social Responsible Investment Fonds
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CFCSF operative structure in Working Groups

WG Instruments:
- Microinsurance
- Microfinance
- In-kind loans
- SRI Fonds

Option 1

Steering committee

Findings, proposals, etc. to be shared

WG Needs:
- Value Chain
- Standards
- Adaptation
- Financial literacy

Consultation

Proposals
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CFCSF operative structure in Working Groups*

* WGs: multistake, multidisciplinar
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CFCSF possible output of working groups